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Modifying the structure of table. 

When we create a table we define its structure. We can also change its structure i.e. delete, 

remove or  change its column(s) using the ALTER TABLE statement. 

 

Syntax: 

ALTER TABLE <table_name> ADD/DROP <column_name> [datatype]; 

ALTER TABLE <table> MODIFY <column> <new_definition>; 

If we want to add a column named Mark in the student table . 

MySql> ALTER TABLE Student ADD Mark int(3); 

 

To check the structure of the table to see that the new column Mark is added use DESCRIBE 

command or DESC.  

MySql> DESCRIBE Student; 

 

 
 

Now, suppose we want to change the newly added Mark column to hold varchar(inplace of int 

data) using ALTER TABLE statement 

MySql> ALTER TABLE Student MODIFY Mark varchar(4); 

 

 
 

 

To delete a column of a table the ALTER TABLE statement is used with Drop clause.  

MySql> ALTER TABLE Student DROP Mark;  

 



 
 

 

Add, Modify, and Remove constraints: 

Suppose we have created the Student table without specifying any  Primary key, then later we 

can enter the statement as follows: 

MySql>ALTER TABLE Student ADD PRIMARY KEY(AdmNo); 

 

 
 

 

MySql>ALTER TABLE Student DROP PRIMARY KEY; 

After this statement, there is no primary key for the Student table. 

 

 
 

INSERT COMMAND 

After creating database and relations, we can add data in the relations. INSERT INTO 

command is used to enter values in a table.  

 

Syntax of insert command is as follows : 

INSERT INTO <TABLENAME >(COLUMN NAMES>) VALUES (value1, value2, 

value3,……) 

 

 

 

 

 



INSERT command is used in various ways to insert values within a table. Following points 

should be kept in mind while inserting records in a relation. : 

- Numeric values may be entered as numerals 

- string must be enclosed in single/ double quotes 

- Date should be entered in single/double quotes in format ‘yyyy-mm-dd’ 

- NULL value should be entered as NULL without any quotes. NULL value means blank 

value in the table. 

 

MySql>INSERT INTO STUDENT VALUES('JS0123', 'AMAN SINGH', 11, 'B’); 

 

 
 

SELECT COMMAND : 

SELECT command is used to view the data from a relation in a database. It returns a result set 

of data/ records from one or more relations.  

 

Syntax of SELECT Command : 

SELECT <column name> FROM <table name >; 

 

Command to retrieve single column display 

MySql> select Name from student; 

 

Command to display all the columns : ‘* ‘ symbol is used to display all the columns of the 

table.  

MySql>Select * from Student; 

 

 
 

DISTINCT ( Displaying values without repetition)  

 

If a column contains repeated values then the select statement gives the result set with 

repeated values like if a command is given to display DISTINCT keyword is used to eliminate 

repeated values  

 

 



 

Consider the query: 

 

MySql>Select DISTINCT mark from student; 

 

WHERE Clause 

Where clause is used to fetch data based on a criteria/ condition. Criteria can be given using 

an expression. Table has many records in it and it is not always desirable to show all the 

records every time. At times only certain set of specific rows need to be displayed. based on 

the criteria. Keyword WHERE is used for selection of rows with select statement. We can also 

say that WHERE clause is used to filter records. It is used to fetch only those records that 

satisfy a specified criterion. 

 

Syntax: 

SELECT <column name1> [,<column name> ,….] FROM <table name> 

WHERE <condition>; 

 

For example if we wish to display records of students who have a got marks greater than we 

will 90 then following command needs to be entered: 

MySql> select name, mark from student where mark > 90; 

 

 
 

Use of arithmetic operators  

SQL supports a set of arithmetic operators that can be used .in select query. Arithmetic 

operators are used with numeric values.  

 
 

MySql>Select 5+2; 

 

MySql>Select 10 * 4; 

 

MySql>Select 10 % 4; 

 

MySql>Select 10 / 4; 



 

 

If we wish to see the result after adding 10 marks for activity in each record then what would 

be the total then this can also be done using expression as shown below:  

MySql>select name, mark + 10 from student where mark > 90;  

 

To view the Marks of a student after adding a grace of 10 percent to the Mark, following 

command may be used:  

MySql>select Name, Mark + Mark * 0.1 from student where Admno =’JS0130’;  

 

Relational Operators  

Relational Operators compare two values and gives a result in the form of true of false. Every 

row is filtered using the relational operator in the expression in where clause.  

 
 

If we need to display data of all the Student who are in Class 11, then following command 

may be given: 

MySql>select name from Student where Class =11; 

 

To display data of all the Student where Marks less than 85 then following command may be 

given : 

MySql>select name from Student where Mark < 85;  

 

To display data of all the Student not in class 11, then following command may be given : 

MySql>select * from Student where CLASS< >11;  

 

Logical Operators  

SQL supports following set of logical operators:  

AND, OR, NOT  

 

AND Operator is used with where clause and returns true if both the conditions are true. 

Those records are displayed which are true for both the conditions.  

MySql>select name from student where Class =12 and mark > 90; 

 

AND operator can be used to fetch records satisfying in a range of values:  

MySql> select name, mark FROM student  WHERE mark >= 85 and mark <= 95; 

 

 

 



In the above query, the output will display records of all the students who have marks greater 

than or equal to 92 and less than or equal to 95. Similar result can be obtained using keyword 

BETWEEN.   

 

BETWEEN operator  

Keyword BETWEEN is used to fetch data based on a range of values on a column. The result 

set includes the values of the upper and lower bound given in the range.  

For example , following command displays firstname, last name and marks of the students 

whose marks are from 92 to 95;  

MySql>select name, mark  FROM student WHERE mark BETWEEN 85 and 95; 

 

OR operator returns True if either one of the conditions is True.  

For example : to view list of all the Section who in A and G.  

MySql> select Name, Sec from Student where Sec = ‘A’ or Sec = ‘G’;  

 

NOT Operator  

Not is used for negation. It returns the result set that is opposite to the given condition  

For example : following command displays name and Mark of Student whose Mark is not less 

than 85.  

MySql>select Name, Mark from Student where NOT(Mark < 85);  

 

HANDLING NULL Values  

IS operator is used to match NULL value in the expression. 

For example, following command is to display the records with NULL values in column 

edesig from table employee  

MySql>select Name, Mark from Student where Mark IS NULL;  

 

IS operator is used to compare equality with NULL whereas IS NOT may be used for 

comparing the values not equal to NULL;  

MySql>select Name, Mark from Student where Mark IS NOT NULL;  
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